
Operating Voltage 200-240v: 50Hz

IP Rating IPX7

Cable Thickness 4mm    /    5mm

Output Rating 10w/m   /   20w/m

Inner Insulation FEP

Outer Insulation PVC

Min. Installation Temp 5°C

Max. Operating Temp 80°C

Connection
3m long “coldtail”

connection
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Overview
The Loose Wire System is designed for use within the adhesive layer under tiles or within a
levelling compound under other floor finishes. The variable spacing of the cable available
during design and installation allows the system power to be tailored to the properties
requirements.
The Loose Wire System is ideal for installation within small or irregularly shaped areas. In a
bathroom the cable can be easily installed around the fixtures and within rooms with curved
features it can easily follow the contours. 
The variable spacing of the cable also allows the heat output to be matched to requirements.
For regularly shaped rooms the Sticky Mat system offers a quick and precise installation
alternative to the Loose Wire System. 
Alternatively, for floor finishes other than tiles the Foil Heater System offers utilises a completely
dry construction that does not require.
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Features
Exceptionally quick response time with system installed directly beneath the tile floor finish
4mm cable core heating cable is double insulated with an advanced fluoropolymer insulation
and PVC jacket making it exceptionally tough and easy to tile over.
Ideal for irregular shaped rooms such as bathrooms where the cable can be easily installed
around the fixtures.
By warming up and cooling down faster, before and after you use the room, the room is cooler
when not in use losing less heat and saving energy.
BEAB Approved and CE marked meeting the highest safety standards for ultimate piece of
mind.
Lifetime Installation Guarantee
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